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I

n the US, a third to a fourth of all marriages are
now a result of online dating, and the story is
similar in other countries like China. This level of
success is due to one key ingredient: big data
analytics. After all, users have to input plenty of
information about themselves, which is then
analysed and transformed into intelligence for the
website to determine which person matches well
with another. Many Chinese online dating websites even
take socio-economic status into account, analysing credit ratings
and spending behaviours. With big data analytics growing more
and more advanced, finding the right match might become easier
than ever.

C

onsidering the increasing urbanisation
at a global level, it is estimated that
66% of the people on Earth will be living
in cities by 2050, and big data could
well benefit from the situation,
gaining more and more acccuracy and
efficiency in generating social
intelligence, especially when extracted
from social media. Why? The reasons
include the facts that the source of big
data is getting more geographically
defined and concentrated, and that online
sharing on social media platforms is more likely to
happen in urban societies.

INSIGHT:
By using big data, Baidu, China's version of Google,
has raised awareness on the impact of hyper
urbanisation in China, revealing the existence and
extent of multiple "ghost cities".
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or most social media businesses, big data has become a critical
cornerstone. Pinterest and Facebook are now moving to the next level:
Pinterest is releasing a new visual search feature allowing users to select just a
portion of an image (e.g. a pillow they love in a pin of a bedroom) and then
look for other similar images (pillows) within the site, while Facebook is adding
a feature to its Messenger app that looks at the camera roll of the users' phone,
for any photos they may have snapped of their Facebook friends, and prompt
them to share them with those friends. This opens up an entirely new realm of
data to mine for insights with social media at the very forefront of applying the
technology.
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